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I have read the manuscript by Spence and Hedstrom outlining the data collected for Baker Creek, Northwest Territories, Canada.

I commend the authors for pulling together 13 years of data from such a challenging environment. The data set for this location is absolutely unique and can be the basis for future research for years to come. The inclusion of eddy covariance data is particularly impressive. I have read the others reviewers comments as I note that I am late in my review and wanted to add value-added statements. I did find that some of the instrumentation details (manufacturer, etc) could be strengthened but I worry that time has made some of this information challenging to determine. The data is well sorted in a repository and easy to decipher.

My only additions are if there is additional soil profile information, this would be useful. In addition, some of the language is a bit casual. I’ve never been a fan of the word ‘gleaned’, although it is a word.